…[W]e must either learn to live together as brothers or we are going to perish together as fools.... [A]s nations and individuals, we are interdependent. Martin Luther King, Jr.

“…we recognize our responsibilities to the common goods and liberties of humankind as a whole.”
Declaration of Interdependence

Print out this hexagon and use as the I-Day template. Create one and add to others.’ Collaborate on one; collaborate on many. The object is to illustrate creatively your ideas about, and interpretation of, the meaning of Interdependence. Use the readings provided or write your own. You may use text, storytelling, collage, poetry, paint, drawing materials and 3-D materials, digital. Keep entries this exact size [aspect ratio of 8” wide to 9”hi] REGIONAL: TO ARRIVE NO LATER THAN JUNE 30, [go to www.hexagonproject.org for complete details, registration, inspiration, curriculum resources, release forms, etc.] Contact: bburkhauser@msn.com